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113 people found this review helpful 

18 people found this review funny

Not Recommended
0.0 hrs last two weeks / 0.4 hrs on record (0.3 hrs at review time)

Posted: 6 Aug, 2020 @ 2:43am

The reason half the reviews are positive is because this game has had a core die-hard
community for the past 15 years that have literally lived most of their life on this game. 

However the hard truth is 90% of new players will not enjoy this game. It's very old, clunky and
slow paced. 

The majority of your time will be spent staring at loading bars because absolutely anything you
want to accomplish is gated behind a repetition with a long action timer. You want to set up a
base? Better take the next few months off work because you are going to need to stare at
action timers 10 hours a day just to achieve even a basic set-up. Also fun fact- you have to pay
real life money just to claim a piece of land or else everyone can take your stuff and it decays. 

It also has an over-zealous moderation team that treat the in-game chat and discord like their
personal chat room (I got perma banned for having this avatar). This selective banning may be
what accounts for the fact that Wurm has one of the most depressing communities I've seen.
I'd love to see data on the suicide rate of Wurm players because these are some truly
miserable, humorless people. I guess it makes sense because you kind of have to have given up
on life to resign your fate to sitting there all day clicking a button and watching a 20 second
timer tick down for thousands of hours.
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Adambean 6 Oct, 2020 @ 9:32pm 

Is this the information you wanted @MightySheep? 
https://steamdb.info/graph/?compare=366220,1179680

InkedUpGuy 13 Aug, 2020 @ 10:32am 

this is the best review. man if you say anything even slightly true to how big of
an outdated left behind piece of Sh*t this game is... ALL 32 die hard 10 year
players come out of the cracks like cockroaches and start chewing on your
review. LUL

Jackburton 11 Aug, 2020 @ 3:17am 

Wurm is a no meme zone. They aren't having it over there.

SelfCloak 9 Aug, 2020 @ 12:11am 

> I got perma banned for having this avatar 
based

Metalaggression 8 Aug, 2020 @ 3:50am 

Although I disagree with the exaggeration of commitment required to build
anything in the game, I do believe how heavy handed they can be about giving
bans. The community and the staff are old or very "old head" if you will. Memes
especially edgy memes are still offensive in their world, and one thing I know for
sure is they are probably gonna have to ban 50% of anybody new from steam or
adapt to those edgy memes lol.
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Amrehlu 7 Aug, 2020 @ 5:27pm 

@Nice Cuppa Tea The hat on the character's head in his avatar says, "Please be
patient, I have autism" So it is very likely the moderators and/or an individual
moderator has no sense of humor. 

Although with a game like this and the playerbase it has, I also wouldn't be
surprised if they saw anime, had flashbacks to the war, told each other that one
of those *insert old timey racial slur for Japanese person* is on our game (all
this via their telegraph network), and then spent a day 1 finger typing their
complaint.

MightySheep 7 Aug, 2020 @ 3:04pm 

LucasR yes this game is for OAPs to run out the clock on their life. I respect
that, you wont find a better game than Wurm for that. 

Nice Cuppa Tea I was banned for having this avatar, I literally wrote it in the
post. There was no other reason. They told me.

Lakme 7 Aug, 2020 @ 2:57pm 

I've been playing Wurm for years and the community has been the best I've
seen yet. Sure, the game is grindy, as most crafting MMOs are. But it's got an
incomparable charm and depth.  

You were banned for an offense you won't share with us, and wanted to lash
out. Does that make your review objective?

Ryaanna *Wurm online* 7 Aug, 2020 @ 1:12pm 

You love this game and left bad review only because you died in pvp. LOL!!!

LucasR 7 Aug, 2020 @ 12:12am 

I know for a fact that most of this die-hard community are retired folk and that
they take the game way too seriously. Yeah, not a fan. 
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